
INFORMATION PRIOR TO BITCOIN OR 
ANY CRYPTOCURRENCY TRANSFER PEER TO PEER  

  RISKS OF CRYPTOCURRENCIES AND BITCOIN TRANSFERS 

Cryptocurrency carries significant risks. You should carefully consider 
whether it is appropriate for you to buy cryptocurrency.

These risks include the following:

• unlike normal money, when you buy, sell or transfer 
cryptocurrency you are dealing with something digital, not 
something tangible. This means that, like any other digital 
system, cryptocurrencies are at risk of being hacked or affected 
by technical problems. This could result in you losing your 
cryptocurrency or delay your ability to sell, transfer or spend 
it;

• the regulation (or lack of regulation) of cryptocurrency or crypto 
exchanges can change at any time. Any change is likely to affect 
the value of any cryptocurrency we hold for you; and

• the value of cryptocurrency can fall (and is more likely to do so 
than normal money is). This could happen if, for example:

• a new, better cryptocurrency is created;
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• software developers make unexpected changes to how 
the cryptocurrency works; or

• there is a change in cryptocurrency regulation.

The price or value of cryptocurrencies can rapidly increase or 
decrease at any time. It may even fall to zero. 

Unlike normal money, no bank or government can stabilise 
the value of cryptocurrency if it changes suddenly.
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Financial risk at stake.

Andersson Family Foundation takes no legal or personal responsibility for any 
transaction that executed on any of the networks presented on the, provided by the 
Andersson Family Foundation LLC, homesite www.anderssonfoundation.com
 

Andersson Family Foundation LLC is a registered Delaware corporation (filing 
number 4790885), based in the United States of America. Andersson Family 
Foundation LLC provides humanitarian relief and helps those in need. The entity is 
not founded for a financial net profit purpose. The legal entity of Andersson Family 
Foundation LLC takes no responsibility for any trades which are taken place on the 
various networks. (by date 25.01.2021: Bitcoin network, Ethereum network, Gemini 
network, Litecoin network, Ripple network, Sirius network, Binance network, 
Chainlink network, Uniswap network). Clients that are eligible and verified to use the 
network have been going through a KYC and AML process by United Global Credit 
Inc., which is a company based in Delaware, U.S.A. responsible for audit and credit 
information. Andersson Family Foundation LLC, with all its members or 
managers, has no relation with the operations or decisions of United Global 
Credit Inc. and stands without any responsibilities in any legal court connected to 
any business or trading operations involving fiat currency, private company bonds, 
treasury bonds, institutional and private investment funds or crypto 
transactions. (Territories: Africa, Antarctica, Australia/Oceania, Europe, North 
America, South America).
 

A registered and audited user of this site may use the financial vehicles, such as the 
various public or private decentralized digital ledgers, and has the entire 
responsibility for its financial decisions and actions. Unregistered or audited 
members are not accepted by the Andersson Family Foundation and no transaction 
will and can be executed on any of the networks. 

Andersson Family Foundation LLC, 460 Park Avenue, 10022 New York
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http://www.anderssonfoundation.com/

